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After Art in the Blood and Unquiet Spirits, Holmes
and Watson are back in the third of Bonnie
MacBird’s critically acclaimed Sherlock Holmes
Adventures, written in the tradition of Conan Doyle
himself.
Title story plus three others featuring the peerless
sleuth and his faithful sidekick: "The Adventure of the
Dying Detective," "The Musgrave Ritual" and "The
Adventure of the Bruce-Partington Plans."
A collection of Sherlock Holmes mystery adventures.
Beyond the Adventures of Sherlock Holmes is a
special three volume collection of sequels to the
original stories by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Each
original tale is paired with an all-new adventure,
spinning our hero off into plots and directions that Sir
Arthur may never have considered. In many cases,
years have passed by since the events of the canon.
Holmes and Watson find that people change. New
facts are uncovered. Some characters aren't as dead
as one might have assumed! Intriguingly, many
stories have multiple sequels! How did your favorite
adventure end? Depends on who you ask. Holmes,
to his credit, rises to the challenge every time!
Volume Three contains these BRAND NEW sequels
to the original adventures! Sequels to The Adventure
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of the Engineer's Thumb: The Heinous Half-Crowns
by Chris Chan The Mystery of the Silver Crates by
Kieran Judge The Adventure of the Engineer's Arm
by Jen Matteis The Adventure of the Presumptuous
Housekeeper by Deanna Baran Sequel to The
Adventure of the Noble Bachelor: The Noble
Bachelor's Second Wedding by Jay Ganguly Sequel
to The Adventure of the Beryl Coronet: The
Impossible Death of a Cad by Kevin P. Thornton
Sequel to The Adventure of the Copper Beeches:
The Adventure of the Winchester Heart-Breaker by
Craig Stephen Copland
Classic / British English Sherlock Holmes is a very
clever man. When people have strange, difficult
problems, they come to him. Where is Mr Hosmer
Angel? Which student saw the exam paper before
the exam? Why is somebody following Miss Smith?
Can you find the answers before Sherlock Holmes
does?
HarperCollins is proud to present its new range of
best-loved, essential classics.
EXCEPTIONAL UNABRIDGED and FULLY
ILLUSTRATED EDITION Sir Arthur Ignatius Conan
Doyle (1859-1930) was a British writer and physician.
His fictional stories about Sherlock Holmes are
considered milestones in the field of crime fiction.
Sherlock Holmes definitely is the most famous detective
in the world. The stories were originally published in The
Strand Magazine, London's most celebrated periodical,
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between 1891 and 1927. This edition includes all 36
stories, in three volumes (The adventures of Sherlock
Holmes, The memoirs of Sherlock Holmes, The return of
Sherlock Holmes), enhanced by original illustrations from
The Strand Magazine. These fascinating tales of
Holmes's deductive genius are must-read of classic
literature and will delight readers of all ages.
John Openshaw lives with his uncle Elias, who used to
live on a plantation in the States. Strange things have
been happening of late in their home. There’s a door
that is always locked and his uncle’s behaviour has
become erratic. One day, a letter arrives from India with
only the mention "K. K. K." on it. It contained five orange
pips. "The Five Orange Pips" is part of "The Adventures
of Sherlock Holmes". Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
(1859-1930) was born in Scotland and studied medicine
at the University of Edinburgh. After his studies, he
worked as a ship’s surgeon on various boats. During the
Second Boer War, he was an army doctor in South
Africa. When he came back to the United Kingdom, he
opened his own practice and started writing crime books.
He is best known for his thrilling stories about the
adventures of Sherlock Holmes. He published four
novels and more than 50 short-stories starring the
detective and Dr Watson, and they play an important role
in the history of crime fiction. Other than the Sherlock
Holmes series, Doyle wrote around thirty more books, in
genres such as science-fiction, fantasy, historical novels,
but also poetry, plays, and non-fiction.
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes is a collection of ten
stories of mystery and intrigue by Arthur Conan Doyle. It
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features the famous detective along with his faithful
friend and companion Dr Watson. The best-known cases
include The Red-Headed League,The Dying Detective,
Silver Blaze, The Blue Carbuncle, The six Napoleans,
The Resident Patient, The speckled Band, The Three
Students, The Devil’s Foot and The Crooked Man.
Classic / British English Sherlock Holmes is a great
detective. There are few cases that he cannot solve. In
these three stories we meet a young woman who is
terrified of a mysterious ‘speckled band’, a family who
think that five orange pips are a sign of death, and a
banker who believes that his son is a thief. But are things
really as they seem? This Pack contains a Book and
MP3
Rockport Books revisit the classics in a new series lushly
illustrated by some of today's most endearing and soughtafter artists. These aren't your typical classics--our artists
reinterpret these stories and create a stunning
presentation unlike any you've ever seen. Book
enthusiasts and artisans will want to collect the entire
series. Award-winning artist Sophia Martineck takes
readers on a journey to 221B Baker St. and the
compelling stories of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's Sherlock
Holmes, through her luscious imagery. The stories take
on a whole new meaning when accompanied by
Martineck's mystical, colorful interpretations. With this
edition of the Classics Reimagined series, you'll always
solve the mystery of what to read!
Professor Hilton was reviewing passage of Greek that
was going to be translated during an examination. He left
his study for a while and after he came back, he saw the
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keys to the study in the lock. Someone had apparently
copied a part of the translation and there were some
clear evidences. The professor turned to Holmes and
asked for his help. Can some of the students that were
about to take the examination have copied the text? Will
Holmes solve the case before the exam the next day?
"The Adventure of the Three Students" is a part of "The
Return of Sherlock Holmes". Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
(1859-1930) was born in Scotland and studied medicine
at the University of Edinburgh. After his studies, he
worked as a ship’s surgeon on various boats. During the
Second Boer War, he was an army doctor in South
Africa. When he came back to the United Kingdom, he
opened his own practice and started writing crime books.
He is best known for his thrilling stories about the
adventures of Sherlock Holmes. He published four
novels and more than 50 short-stories starring the
detective and Dr Watson, and they play an important role
in the history of crime fiction. Other than the Sherlock
Holmes series, Doyle wrote around thirty more books, in
genres such as science-fiction, fantasy, historical novels,
but also poetry, plays, and non-fiction.
Three Adventures of Sherlock HolmesLongman
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes: A fascinating
anthology of intriguing tales in which detective
extraordinaire Sherlock Holmes solves several mindboggling crimes. His skill and prowess leave one
amazed. The fast-paced narrative hooks the reader from
the first page.
Le Vampire du Sussex : Pourquoi la nouvelle épouse
d'un négociant en thé du Sussex a-t-elle frappé le fils de
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ce dernier ? A-t-elle vraiment eu un accès de vampirisme
en s'attaquant à leur bébé : qui voudrait croire à une telle
horreur ? Tel est pourtant bien, en apparence, le drame
que Sherlock Holmes et son inséparable Watson vont
tenter d'éclaircir. Le Détective agonisant : Sherlock
Holmes semble être à l'agonie, au grand désespoir de
Watson. Un certain spécialiste des maladies asiatiques
pourrait-il le sauver ? Le Marchand de couleur retraité :
L'épouse d'un retraité, de vingt ans sa cadette, s'est
enfuie avec son amant et les économies de son mari.
Tels sont, du moins, les faits rapportés à Sherlock
Holmes...
The world-famous crime-solving duo Sherlock Holmes
and Dr Watson are on sterling form in this excellent
compilation of six unabridged cases, so fiendishly
complex that only the great Sherlock Holmes would dare
to investigate. For he alone has the extraordinary faculty
of perception and boundless energy which could solve
them... Cases include A Scandal in Bohemia, The RedHeaded League and The Adventure of the Copper
Beaches.
A beautifully presented sinister seasonal mystery from
the acclaimed author of Sherlock Holmes & The
Christmas Demon. 1889. The First Terror. At a boys’
prep school in the Kent marshes, a pupil is found
drowned in a pond. Could this be the fulfilment of a
witch’s curse from over two hundred years earlier?
1890. The Second Terror. A wealthy man dies of a heart
attack at his London townhouse. Was he really
frightened to death by ghosts? 1894. The Third Terror. A
body is discovered in the dark woods near a Surrey
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country manor, hideously ravaged. Is the culprit a
cannibal, as the evidence suggests? These three chilling
and strangely linked crimes test Sherlock Holmes’s
deductive powers, and his scepticism about the
supernatural, to the limit.
???????? ?? ????? ? ??????????? ???????? ? ???? ???
??????? ? ??????? ??????, ? ??????? ??????? ????? ?
?????? ???? ????????????? ???? ???????.
????????????? ???????? ? ?????????? ????????????? ?
????????? ?????????????? ???????? ????????????
??????, ??????? ??????? ??? ????????
???????????????? ??????. ???????????? ???????? ??
??????? ???? ??????? ????????? ??????????? ?? ????
?????? ??????? ? ?????????. ????? ? ?????? ????????
?? ?????????? ?????, ????????? ? ??????????
?????????, ?? ???????? ???? ?????? ?????? ?
?????????? ?? ???? ?????????? ????. ??? ??????????
?????? ??????????? ? ?????????? ????????? ??????
???????????? ?????????? ? ???????. ????? ?????
????????? ? ??????? ??????????, ????????????,
?????????, ??????????????, ? ????? ????, ??? ???????
?????????? ???? ??????????????.??????????? ???????,
?????????? ? ???????????? ?. ??????????.

Beyond the Adventures of Sherlock Holmes is a
special three volume collection of sequels to the
original stories by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Each
original tale is paired with an all-new adventure,
spinning our hero off into plots and directions that Sir
Arthur may never have considered. In many cases,
years have passed by since the events of the canon.
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Holmes and Watson find that people change. New
facts are uncovered. Some characters aren't as dead
as one might have assumed!Intriguingly, many
stories have multiple sequels! How did your favorite
adventure end? Depends on who you ask. Holmes,
to his credit, rises to the challenge every
time!Volume I contains these BRAND NEW sequels
to the original adventures!Sequels to A Scandal in
Bohemia: The Adventure of the Solicitor's Wife by
Naching KassaThe Sheriff of Dunsinane by Derrick
BelangerSequels to The Red-Headed League: The
Pawnbroker's Apprentice and The Priceless Painting
by Roger RiccardThe Adventure of the Magician's
Blind by Ronald Rowe and Eric BlakeThe Revenge
of the Red-Headed League by Cara FoxTableau of
Death by Brenda SeabrookeThe Reformation of the
Red-Headed League by Paul HiscockSequel to A
Case of Identity: The Adventure of a Flight of Angels
by Robert PerretVolumes II & III contain even more
sequel adventures!
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's most famous character is
now in graphic novel adaptations! Join Sherlock
Holmes and John Watson as they uncover clues
unseen by police inspectors and solve unsolvable
cases. With Holmes on the case, you can be sure
adventure will follow in the Graphic Novel
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes!
'On the contrary, my dear Watson, you can see
everything. You fail, however, to reason from what
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you see' Herein lie the problems: a stolen jewel, the
inexplicable death of a young woman, the
disappearance of one of the most remarkable
racehorses in England, a missing butler, the curious
symbols of dancing men, a broken bust of Napoleon,
a possible kidnapping and the bad business of a
coachman shot through the heart. The solution?
Elementary my dear friend. Call the super sleuth
famed for his rapid deductions, his swift intuitions
and ingenious solutions - Sherlock Holmes of 221b
Baker Street. Includes exclusive material: In the
Backstory you can test your powers of observation
and deduction, learn about the author and brush up
on your detective skills! Vintage Children's Classics
is a twenty-first century classics list aimed at 8-12
year olds and the adults in their lives. Discover
timeless favourites from The Jungle Book and Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland to modern classics such
as The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas and The Curious
Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time.
A young girl fearing for her life comes to ask
Sherlock Holmes for his help. After having
announced her engagement to her stepfather, his
behaviour has become even stranger than usual.
She is set to inherit her mother’s fortune but fears
that he wants to kill her to prevent it. As a matter of
fact, that is exactly what happened to her older
sister. The latter died under mysterious
circumstances the day before her wedding, in the
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middle of the night. Her last words were: "the
speckled band". And now her stepfather insists on
her sleeping in the very same room in which her
sister died. Sherlock Holmes immediately takes the
case. "The Adventure of the Speckled Band" is part
of "The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes". Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle (1859-1930) was born in Scotland and
studied medicine at the University of Edinburgh.
After his studies, he worked as a ship’s surgeon on
various boats. During the Second Boer War, he was
an army doctor in South Africa. When he came back
to the United Kingdom, he opened his own practice
and started writing crime books. He is best known for
his thrilling stories about the adventures of Sherlock
Holmes. He published four novels and more than 50
short-stories starring the detective and Dr Watson,
and they play an important role in the history of
crime fiction. Other than the Sherlock Holmes series,
Doyle wrote around thirty more books, in genres
such as science-fiction, fantasy, historical novels, but
also poetry, plays, and non-fiction.
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes is a collection of
twelve short stories by Arthur Conan Doyle, featuring
his fictional detective Sherlock Holmes.
From 1939 to 1946 the world gathered around the
radio to listen to The New Adventures Of Sherlock
Holmes - featuring Basil Rathbone as the highly
strung crime-solver and Nigel Bruce as his
phlegmatic assistant. Witty, fast-paced, and always
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surprising, these great radio plays - scripted by the
prolific writing team of Anthony Boucher and Denis
Green - are as fresh today as they were then. The
latest audio technology has been employed to bring
the best possible quality and fidelity to these original
performances, which feature nostalgic war-time
announcements, original narrations and radio
commercials. Volume Eighteen presents two classic
tales: The Adventure of the Speckled Band One
young woman has died a tragic, unexplained death.
Is her sister to die the same way? A beautifull young
woman asks Holmes and Watson to investigate the
unususal happenings at her English country house.
Exotic music and strange sounds in the night must
be explained in order to prevent a murder The
Purloined Ruby Sherlock Holmes must solve the
murder of Sherlock Holmes? Holmes returns to
London from his retirement at his Sussex bee farm.
A beautiful woman, stolen rubies and a mysterious
character from hi
"Sherlock Holmes is a great detective. There are few
cases that he cannot solve. In these three stories we
meet a young woman who is terrified of a mysterious
'speckled band', a family who think that five orange pips
are a sign of death, and a banker who believes that his
son is a thief. But are things really as they seem?"--Back
cover.
"Mr. Holmes -- I beg for your assistance. I cannot
engage the police. If news of this dreadful scandal were
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to reash the public, the reputation of this university would
be utterly destroyed." A leisurely research trip turns into
a race against time when Professor Soames comes to
Holmes and Watson with a bizarre mystery. Three
students are suspected of cheating. Can Holmes solve
the case in time for the examination to go ahead? -Cover, page [4]
Amateur detective Sherlock Holmes, the master of
deductive reasoning, solves several mysteries with the
aid of his friend, Dr. John Watson.
He's rude, arrogant, cold, unfriendly, and easily bored.
But nobody minds, because Sherlock Holmes is a genius
at solving mysteries. This collection of some of Holmes's
most intriguing cases includes unabridged tales of
blackmail, lost fortunes, and, of course, murder.
Sherlock Holmes is a great detective. There are few
cases that he cannot solve. In these three stories we
meet a young woman who is terrified of a mysterious
speckled band, a family who think that five orange pips
are a sign of death, and a banker who believes that his
son is a thief. But are things really as they seem?
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